Blueprint for a pop-up SARS-CoV-2 testing lab

To the Editor — On 11 March 2020, the World Health Organization declared the 2019 coronavirus disease (COVID-19) a global pandemic. As of 29 May, the virus that causes the disease, SARS-CoV-2, has infected over 5,813,000 people and killed more than 360,000 worldwide (https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html). The virus continues to spread around the world, and at the time of writing there are no clinically validated medical interventions to prevent or cure COVID-19. Public health measures in the United States and elsewhere focus on mitigating spread through diagnostic testing, self-isolation and shelter-in-place orders.

The presence of presymptomatic and mildly symptomatic individuals in the general population is a major driver in the accelerated and widespread outbreaks that have overwhelmed healthcare infrastructures worldwide, causing more deaths. Extensive testing in countries such as Iceland, New Zealand, Germany and South Korea, among others, has proven an effective tool in controlling the spread of the disease.

At the start of our effort, on 14 March 2020, the turnaround time for testing for University of California (UC) Berkeley students through commercial labs exceeded seven days (UC Berkeley Tang Center, personal communication), and no rapid or surveillance testing was available to City of Berkeley first responders (City of Berkeley Fire Department Chief David Brannigan, personal communication) or to vulnerable populations in Berkeley, including those living in congregated settings and the unsheltered.

To address the need for expanded testing capacity, the Innovative Genomics Institute (IGI) at UC Berkeley established a clinical testing laboratory for SARS-CoV-2 in three weeks (see “Table of SARS-CoV-2 IGI Laboratory Establishment” on Figshare). Timely setup presented formidable challenges, including navigating state and federal regulations, supply-chain and logistic obstacles, and challenges related to serving populations beyond UC Berkeley (Table 1). To tackle these hurdles, we partnered with UC Berkeley’s University Health Services (UHS) and created specialized teams to execute the technical, operations, regulatory, human resources, data management, physician interface, sample collection and sample reporting processes for the IGI laboratory (see “IGI SARS-CoV-2 Testing Organizational Chart” on Figshare).

When we began, our campus did not have a clinical testing facility that would allow our testing lab volunteers to work at the level of biosafety required by our campus for SARS-CoV-2 diagnostics, and without a medical school with an affiliated medical center, our campus had no mechanism to provide medical services to patients from off campus. To serve populations beyond the campus, we established partnerships with community health centers and implemented an electronic portal compliant with Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) for requisitioning and providing results of tests. The portal integrates with our laboratory information management system (LIMS) (see “IGI Interface with UC and Non-UC Health Partners” on Figshare).

Three regulatory developments enabled our technical work. The first, California Governor Gavin Newsom’s 4 March Executive Order N-25-20 (see “Useful Links” on Figshare), modified the requirements for clinical laboratory personnel running diagnostic tests for SARS-CoV-2 in a certified laboratory, allowing trained volunteer scientists to staff the operation (see “Personnel Training and Biosafety” on Figshare). The second, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 16 March “Policy for Diagnostic Tests for Coronavirus Disease-2019 during the Public Health Emergency” (see “Useful Links” on Figshare), simplified the authorization process for a SARS-CoV-2 test, enabling quick adoption of an existing authorized test kit. The third increased the speed and flexibility of state and federal licensing procedures for clinical laboratory facilities under the CLIA program (see “Useful Links” on Figshare).

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services’ CLIA program regulates all US clinical laboratory testing, ensuring the accuracy and reliability of patient test results. Under the state’s temporarily relaxed regulatory requirements, we obtained CLIA certification for the IGI testing lab by extension of the existing CLIA license at UC Berkeley’s student health center (see “Regulatory Compliance” on Figshare). By partnering with the campus clinic, we were able to combine their medical and clinical laboratory expertise with the IGI’s access to biosafety level (BSL)-2 laboratory space, equipment, and technical expertise of IGI and UC Berkeley scientists. This combined expertise was critical for rapid SARS-CoV-2 test implementation with full regulatory oversight.

In addition to a facility license, other steps were required for regulatory compliance. First, the lab obtained a Biological Use Authorization from UC Berkeley’s institutional biosafety committee (the Committee for Laboratory and Environmental Biosafety), which determined the level of biosafety and nature of personal protection equipment (PPE) necessary to receive patient samples and process them on site. Second, while Governor Newsom’s executive order allowed people other than clinical laboratory staff (CLS) to develop and staff a SARS-CoV-2 testing facility, it preserved the essential requirement of oversight by licensed CLS and documentation of proper personnel training. Partnering with UHS also allowed us to work under the guidance of their clinical laboratory director and licensed CLS, and together we developed a rigorous training program and proficiency assessment for each member of the testing team that included biosafety and assay workflow training. Testing team leads (see “IGI SARS-CoV-2 Testing Organizational Chart” on Figshare) are trained in the entire test workflow, while other team members are trained and tested specifically on the task they perform. Documentation of this training, along with proof of education in a relevant field, was sent to the California Department of Public Health to satisfy personnel requirements under the executive order. Third, in keeping with CLIA requirements for continuous proficiency assessment, our technical leads were tested in a competency assessment by processing blinded samples provided by the American Proficiency Institute. Finally, given the existence of protected health information in the testing laboratory, HIPAA compliance was observed by establishing mandatory HIPAA training for all testing personnel. In total, the complete training, testing and PPE process takes an average of ten working days (see “Personnel Training and Biosafety” on Figshare).

Additional precautionary measures were implemented to ensure the safety of our volunteer staff. Standard sample collection kits as recommended by the US Centers for Disease Control use COPAN...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Nature of challenge</th>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Supporting documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory (CLIA)</td>
<td>A CLIA certificate and license for a diagnostic testing facility is required</td>
<td>Extend CLIA license from UC Berkeley University Health Services to the IGI testing lab</td>
<td>“Useful Links” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLIA regulations require testing personnel to be licensed CLS</td>
<td>Regulations are temporarily revised, allowing non-CLS scientists to act as testing personnel with revised training requirements. IGI created an accelerated in-house CLIA training program.</td>
<td>“Useful Links” and “Regulatory Compliance” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing personnel must be proficiency tested</td>
<td>Test blinded contrived specimens provided by the American Proficiency Institute</td>
<td>API Proficiency Program for SARS-CoV-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory (FDA/CLIA)</td>
<td>Validation study must be performed to determine LOD of LDT</td>
<td>Test contrived specimens with synthetic viral RNA in collection medium (semi-automated) and in clinical matrix (automated)</td>
<td>“Useful Links,” “Limit of Detection Validation and Clinical Sample Evaluation in Semi-Automated Method” and “Limit of Detection and Clinical Sample Validation in Automated Method” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical validation of LDT must be performed</td>
<td>Test panel of specimens resulted as negative and positive by a CLIA-certified laboratory with an issued EUA for a SARS-CoV-2 test. If specimens unavailable, use contrived ones in clinical matrix.</td>
<td>“Useful Links,” “Limit of Detection Validation and Clinical Sample Evaluation in Semi-Automated Method” and “Limit of Detection and Clinical Sample Validation in Automated Method” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An initial batch of negative and positive specimens tested by the LDT must be tested by a third party</td>
<td>Submit the first 5 negative and 5 positive specimens tested under the LDT to a CLIA laboratory with an issued EUA for a SARS-CoV-2 LDT</td>
<td>“Useful Links” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory (HIPAA)</td>
<td>Privacy and security of PHI must be consistently maintained during data handling</td>
<td>Develop and implement a LIMS that meets HIPAA standards for PHI privacy and security; restrict access to PHI within the LIMS to authorized personnel.</td>
<td>“Test, LIMS and Physician Interface Development” and “Video—Semi-Automated Method LIMS Interface” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing lab and other personnel must comply with HIPAA regulations</td>
<td>Ensure all personnel complete an online HIPAA training class and pass the end-of-class assessment, with certificate of training placed on permanent record.</td>
<td>The IGI team used the online HIPAA training available from Thompson Reuters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biosafety</td>
<td>Specimens must be processed in a manner that complies with institutional biosafety regulations</td>
<td>Obtain a BUA from the university CLEB that defines how specimens are to be processed safely and what PPE the testing personnel must wear.</td>
<td>“Regulatory Compliance” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measures must be taken to reduce the possibility of SARS-CoV-2 transmission between testing team members</td>
<td>Require all personnel to take a self-assessment questionnaire daily before entering the building where the diagnostic lab is located.</td>
<td>“Personnel Training and Biosafety” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concerns about bringing samples with live virus on site</td>
<td>Develop a customized sample collection kit that uses a deactivating sample transport medium (DNA/RNA Shield)</td>
<td>“Sample Collection Kit—Preparation, Patient Sample, Collection and Transport” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare partners</td>
<td>Challenges of serving non-campus patients</td>
<td>Build a physician portal into the LIMS that can be accessed by non-UC Berkeley physicians. Partner with local healthcare providers to perform swabbing of community members.</td>
<td>“IGI Interface with UC and Non-UC Health Partners” and “Test, LIMS and Physician Interface Development” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing kits must be made available to UHS and to third-party clinicians</td>
<td>Establish a kit assembly SOP. Employ a dedicated kit assembly team to generate sufficient kits on a weekly basis. Use a professional courier service to deliver the kits to the testing sites. Establish a kit use SOP and provide it to the clinicians. Establish diagnostic specimen return SOPs for every partner site.</td>
<td>“Sample Collection Kit—Preparation, Patient Sample, Collection and Transport” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The physicians requisitioning the test must receive the results in a CLIA- and HIPAA-compliant manner</td>
<td>As per State of California regulations, CLS report all positive results within 24 h to the requisitioning physician via a direct phone call. All test results are subsequently accessible through our CLIA- and HIPAA-compliant clinician portal.</td>
<td>“Test, LIMS and Physician Interface Development” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply chain</td>
<td>A sustained supply of specimen collection components is necessary</td>
<td>Identify a tube and swab manufacturer with sufficient supply, and configure the LDT SOPs around it</td>
<td>Main text; “Test, LIMS and Physician Interface Development” on Figshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A sustained supply of diagnostic testing reagents and disposables is necessary</td>
<td>Identify a supplier (Thermo Fisher) with robust reagent production capacity; develop an LDT that uses half-reactions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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tubes with universal transport medium (UTM), a buffer that stabilizes the virus before analysis. We developed and validated our own patient specimen collection kit, which uses a chaotropic agent (DNA/RNA Shield, Zymo) in place of UTM (Fig. 1 and “Test, LIMS and Physician Interface Development” on Figshare). This substitution not only preserves the integrity of the sample nucleic acid during transport, but also inactivates pathogens at the time of specimen collection. In this way, we minimize the potential for live virus to enter our facility. Additionally, as required by our Biological Use Authorization, our laboratory operates under BSL-2+, a higher standard of safety than the BSL-2 conditions typically employed with inactivated SARS-CoV-2. Stringent PPE requirements for all testing lab personnel include a disposable outer layer and N95 masks professionally fitted for each staff member. An added daily self-assessment ensures that symptomatic personnel are detected as early as possible to prevent transmission within the team (see “Personnel Training and Biosafety” on Figshare).

In response to the pandemic, the FDA enacted its authority to issue Emergency Use Authorizations (EUAs), reducing the time required to devise and implement a new diagnostic test. This shift enabled companies to develop new PCR-based diagnostics for SARS-CoV-2. Rather than starting from scratch, the IGI chose to adapt a test marketed by Thermo Fisher Scientific because of its reagent availability, equipment compatibility and robust test performance in our hands. However, to increase test throughput, reduce costs, improve staff safety and make use of existing equipment, we modified Thermo Fisher’s EUA workflow. Since an EUA is granted to a specific protocol implemented on defined equipment, our modifications (reduced reagent use, different sample collection kit) made our implementation a laboratory developed test (LDT) requiring a new EUA (Fig. 2). Nonetheless, our choice to adapt a test with an existing EUA allowed us to perform bridging studies, accelerating the path to our own EUA, further aided by technical support from Thermo Fisher during our effort (see “Methods” on Figshare).

To lower the cost of our test and limit reagent use in the face of supply-chain shortages, we changed the quantity of reagents used for RNA extraction and reverse transcription and quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) after verifying that the test maintained robust performance at half the reaction volume and with targeted changes in some reagent volumes (see “Methods” and “Semi-Automated SOP” on Figshare). Additional modifications to Thermo Fisher’s test included the development of a new sample collection kit with the goals of ensuring safety of our volunteer staff, as discussed above, and circumventing supply chain shortages (see “Sample Collection Kit—Preparation, Patient Sample, Collection and Transport” on Figshare) and its deployment on liquid handlers for increased testing throughput (see below).

The Thermo Fisher kit uses primer–probe pairs targeting three SARS-CoV-2 genes: ORF1ab, the spike protein gene (S) and the nucleocapsid protein gene (N) (Fig. 1). To return a positive result, the test must detect two of the three genes in a patient sample (see “Methods” on Figshare). Thermo Fisher’s kit controls for RNA extraction and amplification by including an MS2 bacteriophage spike-in control together with the corresponding primer–probe pairs, which are added before RNA extraction and RT-qPCR, respectively.

With the goal of initiating diagnostic testing at the earliest possible time, we designed our research and development workflow to begin with a semi-automated approach with a capacity of 180 tests per day that could be implemented rapidly while we developed and validated a fully-automated assay to increase testing throughput to over 1,000 tests per day. Operating initially at reduced capacity also allowed the timely identification and resolution of process inefficiencies and technical issues, as well as the establishment of working relationships with non-university healthcare providers to meet the needs of a larger population outside our campus.

Although no specialized equipment is required to perform an RT-qPCR assay manually, minimizing the potential for human error is essential. To this effect, we deployed a liquid handler (Hamilton STARlet) to perform patient specimen consolidation into 96-well deep-well plates (semi-automated workflow) and a second liquid handler (Hamilton Vantage) to perform RNA extraction and generate plates ready for RT-qPCR in the fully automated workflow (Figs. 1 and 2 and “Semi-Automated and Automated Workflow Equipment” on Figshare). Custom automation code for the Hamilton STARlet and Hamilton Vantage in the IGI setup are available on request (see “Hamilton Microlab STARlet and Hamilton Vantage Automation Process Workflow” on Figshare). Early in our process we benefited from loaned laboratory equipment (qPCR machines, liquid handlers, biological safety cabinets, and extra cold storage to enable backup in case of equipment failure, as well as our expanding testing capacity) and purchased our own as the testing continued.

With the modifications implemented to the Thermo Fisher protocol, our LDT was validated within the CLIA framework, as described below, and our EUA was submitted to the FDA as a bridging study to the original EUA awarded to Thermo Fisher. Validating an LDT requires measuring specific Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services and FDA metrics for analytical and clinical validity and meeting or exceeding benchmarks. For our semi-automated assay, these were (i) measuring the assay limit of detection (LOD); (ii) assessing clinical and analytical validity by running mock positive and negative samples at known concentrations, and (iii) performing our LDT on samples previously identified as positive and negative for SARS-CoV-2 provided by two local clinical diagnostic testing facilities.

To measure the LOD, the FDA recommends that “laboratories test a dilution series of three replicates per concentration, and then confirm the final concentration with 20 replicates.” For the purposes of an EUA, the agency defines the LOD as “the lowest concentration at which 19/20 replicates are positive.” In accordance with this recommendation, we determined the LOD of our assay to be 1 genomic copy per microliter (see “Limit of Detection Validation and Clinical Sample Evaluation in Semi-Automated Method” in Figshare).

To ensure that diagnostic tests are clinically valid, the FDA recommends that laboratories confirm performance of their assay with a series of contrived clinical specimens by testing a minimum of 30 contrived reactive specimens and 30 non-reactive specimens.” We assessed the clinical validity of our LDT by creating a range of different types of contrived SARS-CoV-2 RNA-positive and negative samples using SARS-CoV-2 positive control RNA from the TaqPath COVID-19 Control Kit, patient samples positive for SARS-CoV-2 from two local testing facilities, and human negative control RNA. Results showed 100% concordance with expected positive and negative samples (see “Limit of Detection Validation and Clinical Sample Evaluation in Semi-Automated Method” and “Clinical Sample Evaluation Essay in Semi-Automated Method (Duplicate PCR Plates)” on Figshare).

Specificity of the primer–probe pairs and the potential for cross-reactivity with other common pathogens were previously assessed by Thermo Fisher in their EUA. To further confirm specificity in our pipeline, we showed that the primer–probe sets do not cross-react with human
RNA from a virus-negative cell line and that they return negative results for patient samples from alternative testing facilities that were previously identified as SARS-CoV-2 negative using orthogonal primer–probe pairs (see “Limit of Detection Validation and Clinical Sample Evaluation in Semi-Automated Method” and “Clinical Sample Evaluation Assay in Semi-Automated Method (Duplicate PCR Plates)” on Figshare).

Upon developing our automated workflow, we performed experiments to assess the LOD and clinical and analytical sensitivity (see “Limit of Detection and Clinical Sample Validation in Automated Method,” “Methods” and “Automated SOP” on Figshare). Our automated method showed comparable analytical and clinical sensitivity, with an LOD at or better than that of our semi-automated method. At the time of this Correspondence, we are preparing for EUA submission to begin the switch to an automated testing platform.
To support the technical workflow of the IGI testing lab and to track patient samples through our facility, we developed a custom laboratory information management software (LIMS) system with Third Wave Analytics. Our LIMS was designed in two phases to accommodate both our semi-automated and automated approaches in a cost-effective and HIPAA-compliant manner (see “Semi-Automated and Automated Sample Workflow” and “Video—Semi-Automated Method LIMS Interface” on Figshare). In phase 1 of the LIMS build, de-identified patient barcodes are used for sample tracking. The LIMS returns de-identified barcoded results, which are sent to the UHS for integration into their electronic health system. There, the results are connected to a specific patient’s file via standard unique identifier barcode matching. A template of our LIMS architecture, as customized for our semi-automated setup, is available for the cost of licensing alone, as described on the IGI website.

In phase 2 of the LIMS development, corresponding to our automated approach, we built a HIPAA-compliant clinician access portal through which tests are requisitioned and reported, supporting non-UC Berkeley patient samples (see “Test, LIMS and Physician Interface Development” and “IGI Interface with UC and Non-UCHealth Partners” on Figshare). To further enable non-UC Berkeley partnerships, we incorporated a payment interface within the portal. Partnering with non-UC Berkeley organizations enabled us to bringing testing to underserved, high-risk and other priority populations, such as the unschooled, first responders and essential infrastructure workers. To meet these needs in our community, our partners include LifeLong Medical, the City of Berkeley, Roots Community Clinic and the State of California publicly owned utilities.

All testing results are reported to the requisitioning physician and the California Reportable Disease Information Exchange (CalREDIE) of the State of California Department of Public Health in .csv format. Data are transferred using UC Berkeley’s Google e-mail service plus Virtru encryption.

In summary, we describe here a process for creating a CLIA-certified clinical testing laboratory at a non-medical institution. Extending the license from an existing CLIA-certified facility, using online HIPAA training and adopting a commercially available FDA-authorized test saved substantial time and resources. Supply-chain bottlenecks were managed by sourcing alternative collection tubes and swabs from a provider with adequate stocks, using donated equipment, validating half-volume reactions in our assay, adopting in-house validated half-volume protocols, adapting materials (for example, sampling tubes) to work with available equipment. Finally, PPE including masks, gloves, and gowns was obtained by donation to our facility.

The IGI testing laboratory is currently supported primarily by philanthropy, which has enabled our rapid deployment and access to populations that would not otherwise be able to obtain testing. While the CARES Act mandates insurance coverage for SARS-CoV-2 testing, including providing coverage for the uninsured, universities without an affiliated hospital lack the insurance claims department necessary to access this financial support. We encourage government entities to consider grants to universities with testing facilities to enable these critical services to continue uninhibited and to enable expansion of the range of institutions capable of responding to this crisis.

Some observations based on initial test results are pertinent here. First, the range of viral titer in patient specimens can vary by six orders of magnitude, and we consistently
detect positive specimens with a viral load that approaches our LOD. This range will affect the test sensitivity for pooled samples, raising concerns about the utility of such surveillance testing if widely implemented. Second, we observe positive specimens obtained by oral, nasal and mixed oral–nasal methods, but our data do not address the comparative sensitivity of these methods. Finally, we have detected a ~3.5% positivity rate for our total population tested, which is enriched for symptomatic or potentially exposed UC Berkeley-affiliated patients and low socioeconomic status or vulnerable community members (see “Resulting Outputs to Date” on Figshare). Although in aggregate this positive test result percentage agrees with that of other testing facilities in the San Francisco Bay Area, these positive samples are not evenly distributed among the populations we are serving. This observation, while not part of a controlled study, nonetheless underscores findings elsewhere that this disease is disproportionately affecting communities experiencing existing health disparities1–14. Our observations emphasize the need for expanding access to testing and follow-up care for these communities.

To address continued large-scale surveillance needs, the IGI facility is developing saliva-based testing and eventually aims to implement serologic testing to enable better monitoring of population transmission and seroconversion rates. In keeping with our mission as a research institute, our facility also enables research on asymptomatic transmission and analysis of virus sequence evolution and provides benchmarking for new diagnostic technologies.

Although the challenges we faced were formidable, our experience and that of others demonstrates that they can be overcome. We encourage other institutions with a molecular biology department and health clinic with CLS staff to replicate or further amplify our approach and together create an invaluable resource for controlling this pandemic.

Editorial note: This article has been peer reviewed.
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